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Alaskans Could Still Suffer Most Harm Under
Senate Version of GOP Health Plan
By Aviva Aron-Dine, Jesse Cross-Call, Tara Straw, and Jessica Schubel

The Senate’s changes to the House-passed health bill do not change the fact that the bill would
take away coverage from tens of thousands of Alaskans and make coverage worse or less affordable
for thousands more. As with the House bill, Alaska may be the single most harmed state under the
Senate bill’s policies. That’s because the bill still reduces tax credits more deeply for Alaskans than
for people in any other state while also still effectively ending the Affordable Care Act (ACA)’s
expansion of Medicaid; still cutting Medicaid funding for seniors, people with disabilities, and
families with children (in fact, cuts it even more deeply than the House bill); and still eliminating key
benefits for Alaska Natives. All told, both bills would create a “perfect storm” of detrimental
impacts that could hit Alaska harder than any other state.
But while the Senate bill’s overall impact would be particularly severe in Alaska, each of its
damaging provisions would also harm other states — from its deep cuts in Medicaid to its tax credit
reductions that would raise premiums and deductibles for millions of people nationwide. As Alaska
Senator Lisa Murkowski noted, trying to fix the health bill’s problems just for Alaska would mean
“you [could] have a nationwide system that doesn’t work.”1 As Senator Murkowski went on to
explain (and as discussed further below), such an attempt would also fail Alaskans.

Alaska Marketplace Consumers Would Still Face the Largest Cost Increases
The House-passed bill slashed subsidies that help people afford individual market coverage,
raising out-of-pocket costs by thousands of dollars for people who buy health insurance through the
ACA marketplaces. While the Senate bill’s reductions to tax credits are structured differently, and are
somewhat smaller on average, their broad consequences would be much the same: coverage and care
would become far less affordable for moderate-income consumers. And while the Senate bill does
restore the ACA’s approach of adjusting marketplace tax credits for local costs, it would still reduce
tax credits most for people in high-cost states, and most deeply of all in Alaska.

1Senator

Murkowski further explained, “That then comes crashing down and Alaska’s not able to kind of keep it
together on its own.” Laura Litvan, “GOP Health Care Bill Kept Secret From Senators Assigned to Write It,”
Bloomberg, June 20, 2017, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-06-20/senate-republicans-haven-t-seentheir-secret-health-bill-either.
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That mainly reflects two provisions of the Senate bill. 2

The Senate Bill Ends Financial Assistance for Some Moderate-Income Consumers
The Senate bill would eliminate premium tax credits for people with incomes between 350 and
400 percent of the poverty level, about $53,000 to $60,000 for a single person in Alaska. This change
disproportionately affects people in high-cost states as well as older consumers. Because such
consumers face higher “sticker price” premiums than others, they receive more financial help under
current law, and they would see the largest spikes in their premiums absent financial assistance.
As Figure 1 shows, a 60-year-old with income just above 350 percent of the poverty line in Alaska
would lose tax credits worth $22,380 in 2020 under the Senate bill. This is almost twice the impact in
the next-most harmed state, and it would leave such a consumer with a premium equal to at least
half of his or her income. 3 Tax credit reductions for younger Alaskans in this income range would be
smaller but still sizable, and still much larger than for people in other states. For example, a 45-yearold Alaskan at this income level would lose over $9,000 in tax credits, compared to about $3,000 or
less in other states. Even a 30-year-old Alaskan would lose tax credits worth over $6,000.4
While data on the number of marketplace consumers with incomes between 350 and 400 percent
of the poverty line are not available, about 16 percent of Alaska marketplace consumers have
incomes between 300 and 400 percent of the poverty line. That’s almost twice the national average
and a higher share than in all but two other states.5 Thus, in addition to facing deeper tax credit
reductions, a larger share of Alaska marketplace consumers would likely be affected by this Senate
provision. Marketplace consumers at these income levels are often entrepreneurs, self-employed
people, and early retirees who depend on the individual market for health insurance coverage and
rely on tax credits to afford it.

For a complete discussion of the Senate bill’s changes to marketplace financial assistance, see Aviva Aron-Dine and
Tara Straw, “Senate Bill Still Cuts Tax Credits, Raises Premiums and Deductibles for Marketplace Consumers,” Center
on Budget and Policy Priorities, June 23, 2017, http://www.cbpp.org/research/health/senate-bill-still-cuts-tax-creditsincreases-premiums-and-deductibles-for. The Kaiser Family Foundation’s similar analysis reaches similar conclusions
about the bill’s effects on Alaska. See Kaiser Family Foundation, “Premiums and Tax Credits Under the Affordable Care
Act vs. the Senate Better Care Reconciliation Act,” June 23, 2017, http://www.kff.org/interactive/premiums-and-taxcredits-under-the-affordable-care-act-vs-the-senate-better-care-reconciliation-act-interactive-maps/.
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This calculation takes into account only the reduction in tax credits. In fact, the total increase in premiums for this
consumer under the Senate bill would be even larger than the reduction in tax credits, because the Senate bill retains the
House provision allowing insurers to charge older consumers up to five times as much in premiums as younger
consumers, compared to three times as much today.
3

4

All examples assume consumers face the average benchmark marketplace premium in their states.

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2017 Marketplace Open Enrollment Period Public Use Files,
https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Statistics-Trends-and-Reports/MarketplaceProducts/Plan_Selection_ZIP.html. Throughout this discussion, “national average” refers to the average for states that
use the HealthCare.gov eligibility and enrollment platform, because these are the states for which comprehensive data
are available.
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The Senate Bill Cuts Tax Credits by Linking Them to Less Generous Coverage
The Senate bill also reduces tax credits across the board by linking them to less generous
coverage. Today, premium tax credits are based on the value of “silver plan” coverage: coverage
with a 70 percent “actuarial value.” That is, tax credits are calibrated so consumers can afford plans
that cover 70 percent of their medical costs (on average); consumers pay the remaining 30 percent
through deductibles, copays, and coinsurance.
By contrast, the Senate bill would base the tax credits on the cost of a plan with an actuarial value
of 58 percent — roughly equivalent to current “bronze plan” coverage. Consumers switching from
silver to bronze plan coverage would see large increases in their deductibles: in 2016, the median
bronze plan deductible (nationwide) was about $6,300, compared to about $3,000 for silver plans.6
Alternatively, if consumers wanted to keep their current coverage, they would have to pay higher
out-of-pocket premiums to make up for reduced tax credits.
Like the elimination of tax credits for people with incomes between 350 and 400 percent of the
poverty line, this change would also impose larger costs on Alaska consumers than consumers in
other states. In states where health costs — and hence premiums — are high, the difference in
premiums between more and less generous coverage is also high. As a result, the reductions in tax
credits from linking them to bronze rather than silver plan coverage will be larger in Alaska than in
any other state. Equivalently, Alaskans would generally have to pay even more out of pocket to
maintain their current coverage than consumers who live elsewhere.
For example, a 60-year-old with income at 300 percent of the poverty line in Alaska would have to
pay $5,777 more in premiums to maintain her current coverage under the Senate bill, more than a
similar consumer in any other state, and considerably higher than the $2,694 increase for a 60-yearold at 300 percent of the poverty line facing the national average benchmark premium.7

Senate Bill Still Ends Medicaid Expansion, and Would Cut Alaska’s Medicaid
Program Even More Deeply Over Long Run
On June 27, the Alaska Department of Health and Social Services released a report finding that
the Senate-passed health bill would cut Alaska’s federal Medicaid funding by $3.1 billion between
2020 and 2026, or 28 percent, an even deeper cut than Alaska would face under the House-passed
bill.8 The report concluded, “nearly 34,000 expansion adults could lose coverage entirely, and the
remaining children, seniors, people with disabilities, and other adults covered by Medicaid are at
increased risk for cuts.” The Department’s earlier report on the House bill noted, “the magnitude of

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, “2016 Median Marketplace Deductible $850, With Seven Health Services
Covered Before the Deductible on Average,” July 12, 2016,
https://www.cms.gov/Newsroom/MediaReleaseDatabase/Fact-sheets/2016-Fact-sheets-items/2016-07-12.html.
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These examples also take into account other features of the Senate bill. For a full explanation of our methodology, see
Aron-Dine and Straw.
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“Impact on Alaska of Medicaid Provisions in the BCRA,” Prepared by Manatt Health for Alaska Department of
Health and Social Services,” June 27, 2017, http://dhss.alaska.gov/News/Documents/press/2017/impactBCRA.pdf.
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the federal cuts are such that they may well affect Alaska’s ability to finance other State priorities
such as education and infrastructure.”9
The Senate bill would still end Alaska’s Medicaid expansion, and it would cut total federal Medicaid
funding for Alaska more than the House bill by 2026. Specifically:
• The

Senate bill’s treatment of the ACA Medicaid expansion would bring the same end result
for Alaska as the House bill. Under the Senate bill, Alaska’s cost to maintain its expansion
would rise by 50 percent compared to current law in 2021, 100 percent in 2022, and 150
percent in 2023, and would be five times its current law cost — an increase of $83 million per
year — starting in 2024.10 Alaska, which has faced persistent budget problems in recent years,
would almost certainly find it fiscally unsustainable to continue its expansion, which has
helped reduce the state’s uninsured rate from 18.9 percent in 2013 to 11.7 percent last year.11
But Alaska’s expansion would be at risk even before the Senate bill’s cuts took effect, because
the bill would make it highly vulnerable to a legal challenge.
Alaska Governor Bill Walker expanded Medicaid by executive order, relying on a state law
that requires Alaska to cover all groups that states must cover under federal Medicaid law,
usually referred to as mandatory coverage groups. Despite the U.S. Supreme Court decision
allowing states to decide whether to expand Medicaid, the Medicaid statute continues to list
expansion adults as a mandatory group, so Governor Walker followed Alaska law and took up
the expansion. A court challenge to Governor Walker’s executive order was rejected on the
grounds that Alaska law requires the state to cover all mandatory coverage groups.
Under the Senate bill, however, the expansion population would no longer be treated as a
mandatory coverage group. That would put Alaska’s expansion at grave risk of being
overturned if, for example, any member of the Alaska legislature were to again bring suit to
challenge the Governor’s authority to expand. Under Alaska law, the legislature must
authorize the addition of an optional Medicaid coverage group, which would be unlikely,
especially in the face of declining federal funding for the expansion. Thus, while the Senate bill
threatens coverage for all 11 million people who have gained Medicaid coverage under
expansion, it poses an especially immediate risk to Alaskans.12

“Impact on Alaska of Medicaid Provisions in the House-Passed AHCA: Preliminary Analysis,” Prepared by Manatt
Health for Alaska Department of Health and Social Services,” June 21, 2017,
http://dhss.alaska.gov/News/Documents/press/2017/Impact-on-Alaska-of-Medicaid-Provisions-in-House-PassedAHCA_6-21-2017.pdf.
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Matt Broaddus and Edwin Park, “Senate Bill Would Effectively Eliminate Medicaid Expansion by Shifting Hundreds
of Billions of Dollars in Expansion Costs to States,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, June 23, 2017,
http://www.cbpp.org/research/health/senate-bill-would-effectively-eliminate-medicaid-expansion-by-shiftinghundreds-of.
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Dan Witters, “Kentucky, Arkansas Post Largest Drops in Uninsured Rates,” Gallup, February 8, 2017,
http://www.gallup.com/poll/203501/kentucky-arkansas-post-largest-drops-uninsured-rates.aspx.
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For additional information, see Judith Solomon, “Senate Health Bill Could End Alaska’s Medicaid Expansion in
2020,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, June 26, 2017, http://www.cbpp.org/blog/senate-health-bill-could-endalaskas-medicaid-expansion-in-2020.
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• Like

the House bill, the Senate bill would convert virtually the entire Medicaid program to a
per capita cap. That means that rather than rising with need, federal Medicaid funding would
be limited by a cap that would cover a falling share of a state’s actual costs over time. Cuts
under a per capita cap would be deepest precisely when need is greatest, since federal
Medicaid funding would no longer rise automatically in response to public health emergencies
like the opioid epidemic. And the Senate bill would make the cuts even deeper by reducing the
growth rate for the per capita cap beginning in 2025.

There has been some confusion over a supposed “Alaska carve-out” from the Senate bill’s per
capita cap.13 In fact, this provision merely exempts Alaska (and several other mostly rural states)
from an additional cut — beyond those described above — that the Senate bill applies to some highcost states. Alaska would be fully subject to the Senate bill’s Medicaid cap, including the lower cap growth rates
starting in 2025.14

Senate Bill’s Changes to Medicaid and the Marketplace Would Hit Alaska
Natives Hard
In 2014, before Alaska implemented its Medicaid expansion, 37 percent of non-elderly Alaska
Natives were uninsured, second only to South Dakota for the highest uninsured rate among
American Indians and Alaska Natives.15 The ACA’s Medicaid expansion has enabled Alaska to
provide an estimated 5,400 Alaska Natives with coverage, with Alaska Natives comprising about 37
percent of those gaining coverage under expansion. The non-elderly uninsured rate for Alaska
Natives fell to 30 percent in 2015, even though Alaska’s Medicaid expansion was only implemented
in September of that year; it has likely fallen further since then. 16
Alaska Natives with Medicaid can use their coverage to receive care at Indian Health Services
(IHS) and tribal operated facilities or with other providers who take Medicaid. Medicaid also pays
the full cost for travel to such facilities, which is a critical benefit for rural Alaskans. The millions of
new federal dollars that the Medicaid expansion has brought into Alaska have helped tribal facilities
improve care and offer more services. Ending the expansion, as the Senate bill would almost
certainly force Alaska to do, would thus disproportionately harm Alaska Natives.
The Senate bill would harm Alaska Natives who get coverage through the marketplace as
well. Not only does it substantially reduce the size of the tax credits that people receive, but it also
repeals the ACA’s cost-sharing reductions, which reduce deductibles and other out-of-pocket costs
for lower-income consumers. This change would be especially burdensome for Alaska Natives
See, for example, Jordan Weissman, “The Klondike Kickback: How the Senate Health Care Bill Screws Blue States on
Medicaid While Sparing Alaska,” Slate, June 22, 2017,
http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2017/06/22/the_klondike_kickback_the_senate_bill_spares_alaska_on_medi
caid_but_screws.html.
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Hannah Katch, “Senate Health Bill Deepens Medicaid Cuts for High-Cost States,” Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, June 23, 2017, http://www.cbpp.org/blog/senate-health-bill-deepens-medicaid-cuts-for-high-cost-states.
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Samantha Artiga and Anthony Damico, “Medicaid and American Indiana and Alaska Natives,” Kaiser Family
Foundation, March 2016, http://files.kff.org/attachment/issue-brief-medicaid-and-american-indians-and-alaska-natives.
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Center on Budget and Policy Priorities calculations from American Community Survey data.

because they qualify for more assistance than other consumers with similar incomes. (In particular,
many Alaska Natives qualify for cost-sharing reductions that reduce their deductibles and other outof-pocket costs to zero.) Alaska is second only to Oklahoma in the percentage of its marketplace
enrollees who are American Indian or Alaska Native and qualify for this enhanced assistance.17

State Grants and Stability Funding in Senate Bill Do Not — and Could Not —
Make Up for Its Devastating Effects in Alaska
The Senate bill includes $50 billion in funding for near-term efforts to stabilize the individual
health insurance market and $62 billion for “long-term state stability and innovation” efforts. Some
have suggested that these funds could compensate for the bill’s cuts to programs that help people
afford coverage, or at least mitigate its reductions to tax credits and the resulting increases in
premiums, for marketplace consumers.
In fact, the Senate bill’s marketplace stability funding is insufficient to keep “sticker price”
individual market premiums from rising as a result of the bill. As a recent Brookings analysis shows,
CBO’s analysis implies that the current population of marketplace enrollees would pay higher sticker
price premiums on average for their current level of coverage under the Senate bill than under
current law.18 That’s primarily because the bill’s market stability funding would not make up for its
repeal of the ACA’s individual mandate that people have health insurance or pay a penalty, which
would lead healthier people to drop coverage, thereby increasing per-enrollee costs.19 That is, rather
than reducing sticker price premiums — and thereby compensating consumers for some of the
reductions in tax credits — the Senate bill would increase premiums, exacerbating increases in total
out-of-pocket premiums for consumers.
Meanwhile, the funds that would go to Alaska under the Senate bill are likely a small fraction of
what Alaska would lose in federal Medicaid funding alone. 20

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2017 Marketplace Open Enrollment Period Public Use Files,
https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Statistics-Trends-and-Reports/MarketplaceProducts/Plan_Selection_ZIP.html.
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Matthew Fiedler and Loren Adler, “How Would the Senate’s Health Care Affect Individual Market Premiums?”
Brookings Institution, June 29, 2017, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2017/06/28/how-would-the-senateshealth-care-bill-affect-individual-market-premiums/.
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The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated that the House bill would increase premiums by 20 percent in
2018 and 5 percent in 2019, compared to current law, and CBO’s estimates imply that the House bill would raise
premiums for comparable coverage in subsequent years as well. See Congressional Budget Office, “American Health
Care Act of 2017,” May 24, 2017, https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/115th-congress-20172018/costestimate/hr1628aspassed.pdf and Matthew Fiedler and Loren Adler, “How Will the House GOP Health Bill
Affect Individual Market Premiums,” Brookings Institution, March 16, 2017, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/upfront/2017/03/16/how-will-the-house-gop-health-care-bill-affect-individual-market-premiums/.
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To give a rough sense of magnitude, Oliver Wyman estimated that Alaska would receive 0.4 percent of total funding
from the House bill “Patient and State Stability” grants. 0.4 percent of $112 billion would be about $400 million. Oliver
Wyman, “Estimated Patient and State Stability Funds for Benefit Year 2018,”
http://health.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/blog/hls/featuredimages/March2017/StatbyStateTable.pdf.
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But more important, even if the Senate dramatically increased the state grants for Alaska, they
could not compensate for the structural damage that the Senate bill would do to Alaska’s Medicaid
program and marketplace. Under current law, federal Medicaid funding will rise as needed to
support Alaska in providing coverage for the more than 30,000 people covered through the
Medicaid expansion and the other roughly 150,000 seniors, people with disabilities, families with
children, and pregnant women covered through Alaska’s underlying Medicaid program. 21 As
discussed above, the Senate bill would likely force Alaska to end its expansion altogether, and it
would cap funding for the rest of Alaska’s Medicaid program. Not only does that approach shift
billions in anticipated costs to Alaska over time, it also shifts all of the risk for unanticipated costs.
Going forward, Alaska would be on its own to cover unexpected increases in per-enrollee Medicaid
costs due to public health emergencies like the opioid crisis. Likewise, the Senate bill’s reductions to
marketplace tax credits will make marketplace financial assistance less responsive to costs and need.
No fixed — and likely front-loaded — state grant program can compensate for these structural
changes. As a result, whatever funding the Senate added to the Senate bill’s stability fund, the broad
consequences for Alaska would remain the same as those identified in the Alaska Department of
Health and Social Services’ reports: loss of coverage for many, worse coverage for more, and
detrimental effects on other Alaska priorities from education to infrastructure.

“Impact on Alaska of Medicaid Provisions in the House-Passed AHCA: Preliminary Analysis,” Prepared by Manatt
Health for Alaska Department of Health and Social Services, June 21, 2017,
http://dhss.alaska.gov/News/Documents/press/2017/Impact-on-Alaska-of-Medicaid-Provisions-in-House-PassedAHCA_6-21-2017.pdf.
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